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BRIDGE MONITORING & EVALUATION COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE 

Meeting held on 21 August 2018 at Tshikululu  

SETTING THE SCENE  

Benter Okelo (BRIDGE Project Manager of the M&E community of practice) shared the news that our long-

time M&E facilitator Zarina Khan has taken up full time employment, and will no longer be available to the 

CoP. She welcomed Margaret Roper from Khulisa as the facilitator for this session.   

The third meeting for 2018 was again attended by over sixty people. In addition, many CoP members from 

other focus areas such as ECD are now coming to the M&E CoP, illustrating the cross-cutting nature of the 

area. For the benefit of new participants, Jerusha Govender as our SAMEA partner gave a brief review of 

the highlights of the previous meeting, noting that the plan for this year has been to build on topics explored 

in previous meetings. In the last meeting we:  

 looked at the implications of setting up M&E systems at different stages in the life of an 

organisation or project 

 undertook a ‘dipstick’ exercise with a view to establishing profiles of CoP 

members in relation to their own organisational M&E systems 

 undertook some problem sharing and problem solving activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BRIDGING CoP MEETINGS: SHARING HOW NEW INSIGHTS FEED BACK INTO PRACTICE  

[Angelinah Mdakane, Kagiso Shanduka Trust] 

In the previous CoP meeting Angelinah had shared some of the M&E challenges faced by Kagiso 

Shanduka Trust in their implementation of the District Whole School Development model, and 

discussed possible solutions with her group. Now she reported back on how some of these have been 

implemented.  

She outlined the major components of the programme, which involves viewing the school as a system 

of integrated parts which require interventions. M&E challenges related to data collection, data 

management and data interpretation; it was difficult to report on the impact of the project because 

of the lack of systems, and because monitoring and reporting were not done in a streamlined way. A 

key problem was that project managers did not understand the Terms of Reference for carrying out 

monitoring, and for appointing an effective M&E service provider. This meant that there was no 

consistency in monitoring activities.  

 

     

                

Click here to go to 
the previous 
Meeting Highlights  

http://www.bridge.org.za/knowledgehub/me-meeting-highlights-2/
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There has been some progress towards addressing these problems, through activities such as the 

following:  

 

 

 

 

STRENGTHENING THE M&E VALUE CHAIN: HOW DO WE BUILD CAPACITY? 

[Thabisile Zuma, Zenex Foundation]   

As most of us are aware, the education context is one in which huge 

investments and multiple projects do not seem to translate into improved learner outcomes. 

Education problems and their solutions are complex, and so are evaluations of education 

interventions; therefore, reviews are key to understanding the factors involved, moving away from 

simply tracking compliance towards identifying effective interventions, and providing practical 

answers to project issues.  

Scoping is at the heart of achieving a meaningful and useful evaluation. Its purpose has to be clear, as 

do the questions about the project that the commissioning agent needs answered. Only by 

formulating clear evaluation questions can any project impact be understood, and any lessons 

regarding improving the sector be shared.  

Some considerations to bear in mind in both the scoping and commissioning stage are captured in 

the following slides:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Carrying out a consultation process which brought project managers together 

to reach a common understanding, and to develop consistent ways of 

managing implementation partners, monitoring their activities and gathering 

and recording information.  

 Establishing a database and developing or adapting a number of standardised 

data collection and reporting tools. 

 

Click here to view 
the presentation   

“The commissioning 
process influences 

evaluation practices 
through its key role in 

determining the 
quality of the 
evaluation.” 

There are many ways of improving M&E capacity. Zenex Foundation is 

in the process of finalising a landscape study of capacity, in relation to 

levers such as available courses, donor practices and so on. Thabisile’s 

presentation for this session focused on lessons learned by Zenex in 

their role as an evaluation commissioner: the process of commissioning 

in itself informs the quality of evaluations carried out, and is in fact one 

of the levers for improving M&E practice. 

http://www.bridge.org.za/knowledgehub/kagiso-trust-monitoring-evaluation-presentation/
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Thabisile ended by noting that a key way in which the quality of evaluations can be improved is to 

ensure mutual understanding of the different roles of the client and the evaluator. The evaluator 

needs to understand that the client has educational ‘subject knowledge’ and better insight into the 

realities of the project, while the client needs to understand that the evaluator has the technical 

expertise to interpret the brief and apply appropriate data collection and analysis methodologies. It is 

important to note, however, that commissioners must have some basic competencies in M&E, in order 

to interrogate service provider proposals and ensure that the final evaluation product will meet their 

needs. Quality evaluations that serve a useful purpose are the responsibility of both the 

commissioning and the evaluating agency.  

 

DISCUSSION   

Thabisile Zuma, Lettie Miles (from Zenex Foundation) and SAMEA members fielded a number of 

questions prompted by both presentations, with other CoP members providing perspectives. Here is 

a selection of questions, answers and points made in discussion.   

 What skills or qualifications do evaluators need?  

A key issue is to present clients with evaluation findings that can be used. This speaks to the 

skills sets of evaluators: while they need research expertise, analytical skills and specialised 

technical skills, one of the most important abilities is to be able to clearly communicate what 

the findings mean, without hiding behind specialised jargon. The concept of an evaluator as a 

‘critical friend’ is useful here.  

 

 Most evaluation reports are lengthy and not really user-friendly. How can findings be made 

useful to the sector to which they apply?  

Click here to 
view the whole 
presentation   

http://www.bridge.org.za/knowledgehub/zenex-foundation-presents-lessons-learnt-commissioning-evaluations/
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This can be done through data visualisation such as infographics, and accessible summaries 

and packaging of information; but it should be noted that this is a different ‘value add’ set of 

skills that not all evaluators have.  

 

 In the interests of increasing capacity, how do we develop the expertise of young emerging 

evaluators?  

This is an area of challenge, in that complex interventions usually need more experienced 

evaluators. From a Zenex perspective, one aim of the Landscape Study is to look at how to do 

this. Various strategies are available: for example, requiring agencies to team up with 

newcomers to build capacity; teaming emerging professionals with more experienced hands; 

offering internships; and providing scholarships for M&E studies. 

 

 In some sectors such as health there is an abundance of data which is routinely collected. How 

can this be used for decision-making without commissioning an evaluation from scratch?  

It was noted that in the education space ‘routine data’ often needs to be ‘cleaned’ and 

analysed in order for it to be meaningful; that is, it needs to be linked to critical learning 

questions in order to feed into decision-making, otherwise it is just random data.  

 

 At what stage do you say a project is not working? Education projects involve children; many 

of these projects are not well thought out and might in fact have detrimental effects. 

Evaluators need to ensure that there is an ‘educational lens’ which considers unexpected 

outcomes as well. It was also noted that evaluators should be involved from the start of the 

project design phase so that careful indicators about possible effects are considered.  

 

 What is the evidence that an intervention is working?  

Look at evidence against the theory of change and assumptions that are being made. Ask 

ourselves “What are we giving these learners and what is the impact going to be?”. 

 

 In multi-stakeholder projects with a number of implementing partners, the competence (or 

lack thereof) of one stakeholder or partner can sometimes affect the work and progress of 

another. How do evaluators deal with the ‘blame game’, whether this is justified or not?  

Projects which include a number of partners often play out in complex ways; for example, 

different types of partners (such as NGOs or higher education institutions) may have very 

different organisational cultures which need different management styles; or there may be 

very different contextual factors in different provinces which affect implementation. So while 

the overall project will have common goals for different partners, there may be some 

variations in design. As implementation unrolls, there may be a need to review some of the 

design elements. Zenex noted an example in which all parties needed to be brought together 

to interrogate a common framework, and look at ways of collaborating and balancing 

standardisation with different contextual factors. This may involve limiting the number of 

measurable components of the project. Developmental evaluation approaches which can be 

adjusted as the project evolves may be useful here, but this requires triangulation of evidence 

in order to be able to claim impact.  

 Do evaluations take local contexts sufficiently into account?  
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SAMEA is currently working on a competency framework for what makes a good evaluator. 

One emerging question is the issue of the African context for evaluation; there are times in 

which a Western approach might not work, and it is noted that global funders often don’t 

consider various aspects of the African context, such as cultural norms and ways in which 

information is communicated.  

 

 NGOs believe that what they do works, but education is still in crisis. Funders therefore want 

rigorous evaluations so that when ‘success’ is claimed this is justified. Also, for systemic 

change we need to work within the system, and move away from small and isolated 

interventions.  

 

WORLD CAFÉ ROTATION  

Drawing on the Dipstick M&E Status Activity of the May CoP meeting, M&E thought leaders led 

group discussions through two rotations on four different topics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Promoting M&E capacity of in-house staff 

Led by Katie Reitchert (Chief of Party, USAID Monitoring, Evaluation, Research and Learning (MERL) 

Panagora Group, USAID/ South Africa Contractor)  

Katie contextualised the topic by saying that we need to look at M&E as something we do in our daily 

lives: we monitor our finances, our daily needs and activities and so on. Much of the work done in any 

organisation is actually ‘monitoring’ through reflecting on what is working or what isn’t, and making 

decisions on the basis of what we see.   

 

Examples of discussion points:  

 What do we do when we don’t have the funding for an external evaluation, but we need an 

evaluation? We then need to draw on the information or data that we are collecting in any 

 Promoting M&E capacity of in-house staff  

 Developing and maintaining internal M&E systems  

 Commissioning (or conducting) evaluations  

 Using evidence in organisational or project planning and reflections  
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case in relation to our projects. Data is not only required by external funders, but also to see 

the impact of your own work for yourself and the organisation.  

 In-house staff can learn from external evaluators when these are done. Ask ‘’What changes 

can I implement tomorrow based on your feedback?’’.  

  Project leaders or managers can lead by example, incorporating M&E elements in their daily 

work, reporting and interactions with staff or field workers. Make constant monitoring a 

routine activity.  

 Help get an M&E culture in place by asking relevant questions. For example, ‘’We have done 

x,y,z or worked on project x, how has this helped anyone? What have we learnt from specific 

actions?’’.  

 It helps to join SAMEA and other networks as well to be able to learn more about M&E. Read 

up about M&E and start thinking about the types of methodologies you want to use internally. 

Reach out to people that could help in capacitating staff. Start using basic M&E terminology 

in the workplace.  

 Define the changes you want to see at the start of a project, and talk about how you are going 

to measure them – that is, define the ‘before and after’ conditions. 

 Use pictures and photos to tell simple stories about changes that everyone can understand. 

These also are a form of data.  

 Link an M&E element to the communication department or officer; there is an emerging role 

even in small organisations for a Strategic Information Officer who is able to analyse the data 

and help with reporting back in order to use data to build strategy.  

 For incorporating M&E into the school environment the following points were made:   

o Keep it simple and not overly burdensome.  

o People such as teachers delivering on the ground know exactly what is working and 

what isn’t. However, they need an easy methodology or resource that could help in 

tracking that progress and recording data.  

o At a school level, there is the expectation that the Headmaster will be able to look at 

the data and come up with the strategy.  

o Take bite-size changes and pick one area in which to implement M&E. Schools can 

identify a process and start monitoring that, and this practice will eventually be part 

of the culture and trickle down to other areas as well.  

 

Developing and maintaining internal M&E Systems 

Led by Tamryn-Lee Fourie (Impact and Accountability Lead at CIVICUS: World Alliance for Citizen 

Participation)  

Tamryn introduced the topic by saying that we need to be clear about what we mean by internal M&E 

systems. Elements to take into account when choosing a system include organisational needs and 

strategy, and a clear understanding of what data needs to be captured and tracked. An M&E system 

is not a customer relationship management (CRM) system or grant management systems, but rather 

a way in which organisations can monitor and gather information about their own programmes for 

strategic planning.  
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At Civicus they use an online M&E system called DevResults for organisational accountability. This one 

is structured around critical learning questions rather than impact outcomes and could be called 

‘utilisation focused M&E’.  

Examples of discussion points: 

 How do we entice users when there is a resistance to using online information systems? For 

example, some NGOs use field workers or facilitators who are not full time employees, and 

may themselves be marginalised and unwilling to use complex electronic systems for 

reporting or capturing information. Some suggestions include: 

o Getting feedback on information that has been submitted helps people feel 

ownership, and can motivate them to use systems.  

o Use M&E champions. Include an M&E role in everyone’s job description, or 

performance evaluations. Whoever is using the system needs to see it as relevant to 

their work.  

o Treat any new system as a change project: this involves (i) helping staff understand 

that change is required; (ii) reinforcing new practice not old practice; (iii) giving them 

the skills to use the platform; and (iv) role modelling. Implementing any new practice 

involves a number of processes, and the key to success is gradual transition. 

 

 
 

 

 Look for systems that are activity and output driven, and support the use of analytics (such as 

website usage) so that the organisation’s own performance can be measured. The benefit of 

the system used by Civicus is that they can customise the platform for their own organisation 

and change the architecture to suit their own needs.  

Finding resources: Tamryn shared details of some of the systems Civicus looked at before deciding 

on DevResults.  

 DevResults - www.devresult.com 
 Synergy  International Systems - https://www.synisys.com/ 
 CAMMS Integrated Project Manager - https://www.cammsgroup.com/ 
 Activity Info - https://www.activityinfo.org/ 
 M&E Online - https://www.mandeonline.com/ 
 Logalto - https://www.logalto.com/en/ 

 

Commissioning or conducting evaluations  

Led by Lettie Miles (Senior Programme Manager, Zenex) and Thabi Zuma (Knowledge Management 

and Information Manager, Zenex)  

The facilitators asked the groups to reflect on what kind of advice they needed for their specific 

contexts.  

 

Examples of discussion points:  

“The work begins after the 
programme is launched.” 

“Successful change means 
making the unfamiliar familiar.” 

http://www.devresult.com/
https://www.synisys.com/
https://www.cammsgroup.com/
https://www.activityinfo.org/
https://www.mandeonline.com/
https://www.logalto.com/en/
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 What types of questions are good questions to ask when commissioning an evaluation? 

Suggestions include:   

o You need to establish what it is that you want to achieve through the theory of 

change. 

o If I do this and ‘this’ and ‘that’ what will I achieve?  

o If you are capacitating human resources such as teachers, consider the skills level that 

is needed, and how to check whether what is being offered meets the needs 

identified.  

o What kinds of methodologies will be employed? How will different types of changes 

be measured? 

 

 One participant described the environmental science centre at which he works, where people 

interact with experiences. The centre wants to be able to claim that the science exhibition has 

had an impact on different kinds of visitors, such as teachers, learners and others.  How can 

this be measured? Suggestions include:  

o Unpack what is meant by achieving impact.  

o Collect data via an evaluation form asking questions such as ‘What will you do with 

what you have learnt from the exhibitions?’  

o Have observers around the exhibitions taking note of factors such as the level of 

interest and interaction at certain exhibitions, the time spent at each, the age of the 

people. Use this information in the future design of exhibitions as these are all 

indicators of knowledge gained and impact.  

o It may also be useful to look at international findings for similar offerings.  

 

 An ECD provider whose work relates to upgrading crèches noted that the data they collect is 

very broad, and wondered how they could use it for realistic and focused actions. Suggestions 

include:  

o You need to answer the questions about what do you want to achieve. Is it assessments 

of the children and their capabilities? For example, if you are measuring for school 

readiness you need to define what makes a child school ready. The criteria for this may 

be reading, writing or emotional capabilities.   

o The theory of change should include stakeholder involvement such as teachers.  

o Try not to measure more than three indicators.  

 

 Make sure there is internal capacity so the evaluation design is understood when 

commissioning. Suggestions about how to do this include:  

o Get your staff to work with the external evaluators when designing tools. 

o Include staff in discussing actionable recommendations. 

o Unpack questions such as ‘we trained 100 people – so what?’ 

o Use change methodology such as impact stories.  

o Create a culture of self-reflection and accountability.  

o Zenex also noted that 10% of a project budget is usually spent on the evaluation, but the 

budget must also reflect the value of the evaluation outcomes.  
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Finding resources: DPME has a repository, and through the SAMEA and BRIDGE websites. Zenex plans 

to put its past learnings on their website. TED talks by Hans Rosling were also identified as a resource.  

 

Using evidence in organisational or project planning and reflections  

Led by Nyaradzo Mutanya (M&E specialist at Tshikululu Social Investments)  

Nyaradzo introduced the topic by talking about what makes up evidence. Evidence is a set of facts that 

shows that something has happened, or information about issues such as what has worked and what 

has not worked in an education intervention. Raw data becomes evidence when conclusions and 

information can be drawn from it.   

Examples of discussion points:  

 We use evidence in reflecting back on a project in order to understand its successes or failures, 

but how do you use it to plan? This is where scoping comes in: you need to scope or gather 

evidence about the existing situation, so you know what you will be comparing against as the 

project progresses. Evidence for planning might include baseline assessments, or information 

on current behaviours. For example, you can't go into a community and say you are going to 

build an ECD centre without finding out who is going to work there, what other centres already 

exist, if there is a need and so on.  

 It was noted that sometimes funders are reluctant to allow sufficient budget for adequate 

scoping and evidence-gathering for planning.   

 Raw data needs to be manipulated and made meaningful, in relation to the project’s goals. 

 Evidence should stand scrutiny: will two people independently draw similar conclusions based 

on the same evidence? 

 This links to the issue of people claiming success for their programmes without taking all the 

other variables into account. How do you know that any change seen (e.g. improvement in 

learner results) can be called evidence for your intervention, when there are so many other 

factors involved? This is the problem of attribution.  

 An example of two different types of evidence was given. In an evaluation of various youth 

employment programmes, seven were judged as ineffective and only one as effective. The 

basis of this view was that, while the seven claimed impact because of the numbers of 

attendees, there were no follow-through attempts at job placements afterwards. The one 

effective programme led its participants to employment opportunities. These job placements 

were evidence of its success. This also illustrates the need to collect data that link to the goals 

of programme. 

  What happens if there were flaws in the evaluation process? For example, an evaluation 

based on learner assessments might claim there was no success because the learners’ marks 

did not change, but did not take into account significant improvement in the way learners 

engaged with questions, even if this did not help their marks. In this case the indicators were 

wrong as they did not measure everything that needed to be measured.  

 When you do an evaluation you are testing the assumptions about how change happens; the 

evaluation process will check your assumptions about causal factors, and may show that you 

need to go back to your evaluation design. There has to be a clear separation between the 
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projected programme outcomes and the actual outcomes that happen. This variance between 

the plan and the reality can itself provide a learning.   

 The point above suggests that we need to reflect all the time on risks and mitigating factors 

in a project, which are tracked by monitoring systems. These may suggest that some elements 

of a project need to be reconsidered, or some indicators need to be excluded.  You should 

only collect evidence related to what you want to achieve.  

 

Noticeboard  

SAMEA:  

 The new website was launched in May, and people are encouraged to visit it.  

 Registration for capacity building workshops to be held on 22 - 23 of October is now open. 

 Nominations for the SAMEA Board are also open, and anyone who wants to put forward a 

name may do so through the SAMEA website.   

BRIDGE: The next CoP meeting is scheduled for 16th October. Everyone is encouraged to participate 

again for continuity, linking, learning and networking.  

 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS  

 

First name and surname Organisation First name and surname: Organisation

Ali Sithole City of Joburg Dept of Community 

Development

Melissa King BRIDGE

Aluwani Mauda SAMEA Moses Raphahlelo HOPE worldwise S.A

Amanda Mthembu HOPE worldwide SA Nakekelwe Mabuza Momentum

Angelinah Mdakane Kagiso Trust Ndzalama Shivambu Symphonia for South Africa

Arista Bouwer IBL Nonhlanhla Koza Private

Audrey Mabuza Ikhwezi Lakusasa Nyaradzo Mutanya Tshikululu

Ayanda Ndlovu TREE Percy Nkomo HI HOPES

Ayanda Ndlovu New leaders Foundation Philani Hlengwa mothers2mothers

Benter Okelo BRIDGE Polite Zhoya help2read

Carla Tomorrow Trust Razia G-Badasie Brenthurst Primary School

Caroline Tuckey Flying Children Renald Morris Synergos Institute

Charlene Lackay MMI Holdings Ruby Motaung TREE

Clara Madzinga mothers2mothers Sam Rametse Zenex Foundation

Cynthia Malinga Sasol Foundation Sdvarani Moodley HI HOPES

Edcent Williams Amoriway Pty Ltd Shadrack Mahapa Sci-Bono

Edwin Madisha Sasol Shavilla Harpal National Business Initiative

Egines Mudzingwa Inclusive Education SA Sheila Ndlovu GTI

GENEVIEVE MATTHEWS ACUMEN 4LEARNING Sibusiso Ndebele DBE

Grace Kironde Mwabu SA Sindiswa Msomi Global Teachers Institute

Gugulethu Hlatshwayo HOPE worldwide SA Sithembiso Dawu-Tshuma Topsy Foundation

HESTER PIENAAR Prestige College Smangele Mathebula help2read

Jenny Dry IBL Sumaya Hendricks Nelson Mandela Foundation

Jerusha Govender Data Innovators susanne hertzog unlock academy

Katie Reitchert Panagora group Tamryn - Lee Fouries Civicus World Alliance for Citizen Participation

Kopano Bokaba Tomorrow Trust Thana Pienaar Prestige College

Kylie Grigg Boys & Girls Clubs of South Africa Vumile Velaphi Mandelaville cc

LILANI FRASER ACUMEN 4LEARNING Margaret Roper Khulisa Management Services

Linda Smith Care for Education Maryke Bailey Private

Liziwe Kibito Sepelilo Megan Rademeyer SchoolNet SA

Makgethang Malindi Sci-Bono

Reflection Question: How are taking what you have learned here back to your own 

organisation? 

 


